A eL(H), we define a function of L(H) into Sf+ such that p(A+B)^p(A)+p(B) andp(CA)=\C\p(A) for every A, B in L(H) and C in Si. We have that \f(A)\ %, 1 whenever p(A)^l.
Therefore, \f(A)\úp(A) for every A in sé. Setting g(A) = (f(A)+f(A)*)/2, we obtain a function of sé into the set of hermitian elements H(Sf) of Sf which is a module homomorphism when sé is considered to be an H(Si)-module. We still have that g(A)^p(A) for every A in sé. There is a module We also have that k(A) + k(A*)=f(A)+f(A*) for every A in ^/. However, this means that k(A)=f(A) for every A in js/. This proves that a: is a module homomorphism of L(H) into Si which coincides with / on sé and which satisfies \KA)\ úp(A). Now for each x¡ (1 á i^n) there is a C¡ in JT + and a yx in // such that Ciji = xi and such that |j¿| is a projection in Si. Let F¡ be the abelian projection in L(H) defined by Exx = (x,yl)yi [10, Lemma 13] . We have that k(A(l-E)) = k((l-E)A) = 0, where Fis the least upper bound of F1; E2,..., En. The projection Fis in the closed two-sided ideal Ia of L(H) generated by the abelian projections of L(H) due to the relation lub {Ex, E2}-E, ~ F2-glb {Fx, E2) [8, Theorem 5.4] and to the fact that E2 -¿ih{Ex, E2} is abelian. There are orthogonal projections Px, P2, ■■., Pm in ST whose sum F is the central support of F such that each algebra EL(H)EPX is either zero or homogeneous of degree i (cf. [4, Theorem 2.1]). Since fi(A)(l-P) = k(A(l-P)) = 0
homomorphism h of the H(Sf)-module L(H) into H(Sf) such that h(A)=g(A) for every A in sé and h(A)^p(A) for every A in L(H) [17]. Let k(A) = h(A)-ih(iA). Then k is a module homomorphism of L(H) into ¿2?. If .4 e L(H) and if (7 is a partial isometric operator in
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for every A in si, it is sufficient to prove that each function PJ is in si". So we may assume that EL(H)E is homogeneous of degree m. There are equivalent orthogonal abelian projections {£, | 1 S i S m} of sum £ and partial isometric operators {Uu | 1 Si,jSm} such that
(1) UifUM = 8uUkj;
(2) ?"-£#; and (3) Uu = F for all i,j, k, I. Thus f(A)=k(A)=k(EAE) = 2,TFj(UiiA)k(Uji). Here tF)(B) denotes the unique element in StP such that TFj(B)Fj = FjBFj [8, Lemma 4.7] . Let z} be an element in H such that F,x=(x, zj)z¡ [10, Lemma 13] . Then TFf(UuA) = (UijAzj, Zj) = (AZj, Unzj).
This proves that/e si". Q.E.D.
Let M be a normed vector space which is also an algebraic module over a commutative AW*-al%ebra 3£; then M is said to be a normed 2£-module if \Ax\ S\A\ \x\ for every A e 2£ and x e M. A bounded module homomorphism of M into 2£ will be called a functional of the module M. By defining operations in a pointwise fashion, we obtain an algebraic ¿T-module structure on the set of all functionals of the module M. The function ||¿|| = lub{|^)|| \xeM, M S 1} defines a norm on the ^-module of functionals. With this norm the module becomes a normed J^-module. We call this module the dual of M and denote it by M~. Theorem 2. Let H be an A W*-module over the commutative A W*-algebra 2£ and si be a *-subalgebra of the algebra L(H) of all bounded linear operators on H such that si is equal to its own second commutator in L(H). For each A in si let FA be the function defined on the ¿^-module si_ (considered as a submodule of si~) of weakly continuous module homomorphisms of si into 2( by FA(</>) = <b(A). Then A -> FA defines an isometric isomorphism of si onto the dual ofsi^.
Proof. First let si=L(H). If Og(>4_)~, then ®(wx,y) = (x, y} defines a %-valued hermitian form on H such that I<x,jr>| s ||*|| IKJ s ||o| Wlbll.
The function x -> <x, y) is a bounded ^-linear function of H into 2£. Therefore, there is a unique element Ay in H with (x, y} = (x, Ay) for every x in H [10, Theorem 5]. We have that \\Ay\\ S 11*11 ||.y||. From the uniqueness of Ay we conclude that there is an A in L(H) such that Ay=Ay for every y in H. Thus, <P(wX!/) = wxy(A) for every wx.y. Since functions of the form wx.y generate si", we have that <b(9) = <l>(A) for every <f>esi". Now we have that A -> FA defines a Si-linear function of sé into (séj)~. We have that \\FA\\ ú\\A\\ since \\cb(A)\\ á ||</S|| \\A\\ for every <f> e sé". But MU =luh{\\wXiV(A)\\ | \\wxJ = 1} and so \\A\\ = \\FA\\. Thus A -> FA is an isometric isomorphism of sé into (séS)~. The preceding paragraph allows us to conclude that A -*■ FA is onto (séS)~. Now assume that sé is an arbitrary *-subalgebra of L(H) which is equal to its own double commutator. Let G be the bounded Si-linear map which takes an element in L(H)" onto its restriction to sé. Then G is a map of F(/F)" onto sé" (Proposition 1). If i> is an element of (sé")~, then O-G defines an element of (L(H)")~. By the first part of this proof we may find an A in L(H) with <i>G(4>) = </>(A) for every </> in L(H)". If A is not in sé, there is a unitary operator U in the commutator of sé such that U*AU^A. Then there is an x in H with w*^) -wUx(A) 7^0. But <f> = wx -wUx vanishes on sé and so c\>(A) = 0(G(c¿)) = 0. This is a contradiction. Thus A is in sé. Since every c/> in sé" has an extension to a function in L(H)", we conclude that 0(</>) = </>(,4) for every </> in sé". Thus we may apply the arguments of the preceding paragraph in order to show that A -*■ FA is an isometric isomorphism of sé onto (sé")~. Q.E.D.
Remark. The algebra sé in the preceding theorem is expressed as the dual of a module whose ring of multipliers is a subalgebra of the center of sé. This pathological feature can be removed by the following additional argument. Let Si0 be the center of sé. The commutator Si'0 of Si0 on H is a type I algebra by a proof that is entirely similar to the corresponding proof for von Neumann algebras (cf. 3. The dual of a iz"-module. Let sé be a C*-algebra whose center Si is an A IF*-algebra. Then sé with its norm is a normed Si-module. In this section whenever we talk about the module sé, we shall have this particular module structure in mind. Suppose now that the module sé is the dual of a normed áT-module M. Since M(c6)||^M|| m for every </> e M and A e sé and since (CxAx + C2A2)(</>) = CxAx(<t>) + C2A2(</>) for every C1; C2 in Si and Ax, A2 in sé, the function </>^¡-</>' of M into si~, where </>' is defined by <p'(A) = A(<j>), is a norm-decreasing 2£-module homomorphism of M into a submodule N of si~. We have that \\A\\ =lub{\\A(¿)\\\4>eM,\\4>l = 1} Slub{\\9(A)\\\9eN,\\9\\ SI} S \\A\\ and so we have that \\A\\ =lub {\\9(A)\\ \ <f> e N, \\9\\ S 1}. Actually, the module si is identified with the dual of N. Indeed, if Q>eN~, then </>^ *(<£') defines an element of M~. There is a unique element Aq = A in si such that <t>(9') = A(<f>) = 4>'(A) for every 9 e M. The function 0 -> /4« of /Vr into ^ is easily seen to be an isometric isomorphism of the ¿¿"-module A^~ onto the module si. Since we are interested in the topology on si induced by pointwise convergence on M, we may assume that M is embedded in si~. We call this topology of pointwise convergence on M the a(si, A/)-topology of si.
Let M be a submodule of si~. For each bounded subset {9i} of M and each set {£J of mutually orthogonal projections in S of sum 1, there is a unique 9 = 2 £^¡ in j/~ satisfying the relation Pi9=Pi9'i for each P¡. Let TV be the smallest algebraic submodule of si~ which contains M and is closed under the formation of such sums. Then every element </> e N is of the form 9 = 2 Pt?i where {9i} is a bounded subset of M and {£¡} is a set of mutually orthogonal projections in 3£ of sum 1.
The ¿F-module N will be called the module generated by M in si~.
Proposition 3. Let si be a C*-algebra whose center 2£ is an A W*-algebra. Let M be a normed S. -module whose dual is the module si; let N be the module generated by M in si~. Then the dual of the module N is also equal to si.
Proof. Let O be a functional in A^~. Then the restriction Y of * to M is a bounded functional of the module M. There is an A=A" in si such that T(^) =9(A) for every 9 e M. Let <f> e N; there is a bounded subset {9i} of M and a set {Pi} of mutually orthogonal projections in 2£ of sum 1 such that Pi9 =Pi(j>i for each Pi. Then
for each P¡. This means that <t>(<j>) = 9(A). Suppose there is a second element A' in si such that <&(</>) = 9(A') for every 9 e N. Then every element of M vanishes on A' -A. Because si is the dual of M, we have that A' = A. This means that * -> Aq is a module isomorphism of N~ onto si. We have that ||<D|! = lub {| O(0)|| I j,eN,\9\ S 1} S Moll =lub{\9(A«)\\9eM, \9\ ^1}^ |0||
for every i> e N~. Therefore, the map O -> A^ is an isometric isomorphism of the module N~ onto the module si. Q.E.D.
We need the following lemma which is known for or-weakly continuous functionals on a von Neumann algebra (cf. [2, 12.2.3]).
[March Lemma 4. Let sé be a C*'-algebra, E a projection in sé and f a bounded linear functional on sé. If the norm of the function g(A)=f(EA) on sé is equal to that off, theng=f Proof. Let Si be the enveloping von Neumann algebra of sé. We may consider sé as a weakly dense subset of Si. The functionals/and g on sé have unique extensions to weakly continuous functionals /' and g' respectively on Si. By the uniqueness of the extension we have that g'(A)=f'(EA) for every A in Si. Since the unit sphere of sé is weakly dense in that of Si [7] , we have that ||/'|| = ||/|| = ||g|| = ||g'||. Therefore, fi'=g' and so f=g. Q.E.D.
We now prove the existence of a polar decomposition.
Proposition 5. Let sé be a C*-algebra whose center Si is an AW*-algebra. Suppose that sé is the dual of a normed Si-module M. Then given <f> in M, there is a partial isometric operator U in sé such that 6=U-<¡> is a positive functional of the module sé and such that the functional U* ■ 6 is equal to </>. This proves that S(<f>) is monotonely increasing in ST. Since Si is an A IF*-algebra and since S(<f>) is bounded above by ||c/>j|, the set S(<f>) has a least upper bound \<j>\ such that || \çb\ ||á||«p||. Actually, we have that ||0|| = || |*| || for given e>0, there is an A in séx such that \4\--\\<KA)\\ = 111^)11! á II 1*11-Since £>0 is arbitrary we have that ||*]| = || \cj>\ ||. Now it is clear from the definition of \<f>\ that \cj>\ is a Si-\alued seminorm on M, i.e. \</>\ is a map of M into SÍ+ such that \</> + cb\ = |*| + |0| and \C4\ = \C\\4\ for every </>, ¡p in M and C in Si.
Let ci be a given element in M. By considering M as a module over the hermitian elements H(Sf) of Si, we can construct, by using the generalized Hahn-Banach Theorem [17] , an H(SfT)-module homomorphism F of M into H(Si) such that (i)F(4)=\4\, Hence U is an extreme point of siy. Therefore, U is a partial isometric operator in si [6] . We complete the proof by showing that 6(U*A) = 9(A) for every A in si. For £ in the spectrum of 3f and </> in j/~ let </>c be the bounded linear functional on si defined by 9¿A) = >h(A)~(Ç) ; for B in .«/ let B -</.c be defined by B-9¿Á) = >/>Í(BA).
Notice that ||£-0t|| ^ ||£|| ||0C||. We have that \\9t\\ SgVo{\\P9\\ \ P a projection in ¿T with £-X0=l} = glb{||£</>(t/)|| \P a projection in 3£ with £"(0 = Uâ \4>(Uy-(0\ = ||0t]| ¿ ||0t||. Indeed, given £>0 there is a projection P in 2£ with £"(0=1 and \\P<f>(U)\\ S \</>(U)~(Q\+e. Thus ||0C|| = }\9¿\. However, we also have that ||0C|| = \\(UU*U)-9,\\ S \\(UU*)-9¿\ S \m = \\o¿\.
By Lemma 4 we conclude that (UU*)-9c = fç. Since £ is arbitrary we have that </>(A) = 6(U*A)fora\lAin.tf. Q.E.D.
Let si be a C*-algebra whose center 2£ is an A H-^-algebra. Let </> be j positive functional in si~. There is a set {C(} of positive elements in S and a set {£} of mutually orthogonal projections in 2? of sum £ such that £C^(1) = £ and (1 -P)9(l) = 0.
Then setting cb(A) = ^CiPi^>(A) for A in sé, we obtain a positive functional 4> of the module sé such that <f>(l)t/j = çb. Due to the general Hahn-Banach theorem there is a positive functional c60 of the module sé such that ç40(l) = l-So every positive functional in sé~ can be decomposed into the product of a state of the module sé (i.e. a positive functional taking 1 into 1) and an element in Si+ [11] , [15] .
Let c4 be a positive functional in sé~ such that c4(l) is a projection. Let L^ he the left ideal defined by Lil = {A e sé \ </>(A*A) = 0} and let sé-L¿ be the ¿/-module sé reduced modulo L$. Setting (A -Lé,B -L^) = </>(B*A) for A and B in sé, we introduce a Si-valued hermitian form on sé-L^ and then using this form and the norm of Si, we introduce a norm on sé -Lé. Let H'0 he the set of all pairs ({x¡}, {Px}) = x where {x¡} is a bounded subset of sé-L^ and {F¡} is a set of mutually orthogonal projections in Si of sum 1. If y = ({y,}, {Q,)) is in H'^, then set y=x if and only if yjQjPi = xiQiPi for all ;" and j. The hermitian form on sé'-L^ has a unique extension to H'^,. The completion H& of //¿ in the norm introduced by the hermitian form is an A IF*-module over Si with inner product induced by the hermitian form on H'^. Actually, the module H", is not faithful over Si but it is faithful over Si</>(1). The representation of sé on sé -L¿ by left multiplication has a unique extension to a representation tt¿ of sé as bounded linear operators on H$. The map né is seen to be a module homomorphism as well as a *-algebra homomorphism. This map is called the canonical representation induced by <f> of sé on H* [18, § §2-3]. Now let sé he an A IF*-algebra with center Si. Suppose sé is a subalgebra of the algebra L(H) of all bounded linear operators on an A IF*-module H over Si. Let {A,} be a bounded subset of sé and let {F¿} be a set of orthogonal projections in Si of least upper bound 1. It is immaterial whether Si is considered as a subalgebra of sé or of L(H) in order to evaluate this least upper bound. Then there is a unique A in sé (respectively B in L(H)) such that P,A = AiPi (respectively, P¡B = AXPX) for each Px. This means that A=B. This remark plus I. Kaplansky's matrix method for passing from the hermitian to the nonhermitian case ( [7] ; also cf. Lemma. Let H be an AW*-module over the commutative AW*-algebra Si. Let sé be an A W*-algebra with center Si and let sé be a subalgebra of L(H). Given any B in the double commutator of sé on H, any xl5 x2,..., x" in H, and any e > 0, then there is an A in sé whose norm is majorized by that of B such that \(A -B)xx\ <e for every /'=1, 2,..., n.
Proposition 6. Let sé be a C*-algebra whose center Si is an AW*-algebra.
Suppose sé is the dual of a normed Si-module M. Then sé is an A W*-algebra. Furthermore, let N be the smallest Si-module in sé~ which contains M and is closed under left and right multiplication by elements of si. Then the module si is the dual of the module N.
Proof. Let S be the set of all states in si ~. For each 9 e S, let ir0 be the canonical representation of si on the A H/*-module H0 over ¿F which is induced by 9. Let H=2 ® H<t, and let ir=2 © ^ [10, §5]. Then -n is a ¿^-linear, norm-decreasing, *-homomorphism of the algebra si into L(H). Now, we have that MU =lub{j|<¿ÍM)|||<¿eM, ||¿|| S 1}.
Let £>0 be given; there is a 9 in the unit sphere of M such that ||<£G4)|| ^ M|| -e. There is a partial isometry V in si such that V-9 is a positive functional on the module js/ and (FK*)•<£ = </> (Proposition 5). Then we have that || V-<f>\\ = \\<p\\. There is a C in $f+ and a state </< on the module si such that C^=V-9. Then ||C|| = |[</,(F)|| = |<£|| S I. We have that V-L,¡, has norm not exceeding one in H^,.
Thus

|KW(1-U V-LJl = U(V*A)\\ ^ U(A)\\ = \\A\\-e.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary we have that ||tt(A) \\ = \\A ||. So n is an isometric isomorphism of si into a *-subalgebra of L(H).
We show that the double commutator á? of tt(sí) on H is isometric isomorphic to the second dual si~ ~ of the module .s/. Let </> e si~ ; then <£ may be written as a linear combination of four positive functionals 9i (la/^4) of the module si [11] , [15] . There are positive elements C, (1 ^/^4) in Sí and states 9i (1 SiS4) of the module si such that Cii/ri = ^i (1 _i^4). There are x¡ (1 SiS4) in // such that HA) = (tt(A)Xí, XU (l Si S 4) for every A in si. Thus there is an element </>' in J1,. such that 9'(tt(A)) = 9(A) for every yl in si. Because tt(sí) is weakly dense in 38 (H. Widom's lemma), there is only one functional </>' in 38 " such that 9'(tt(A)) = 9(A) for every A in j/. This proves that the relation </> -> ^' is a function of ¿/~ into á?^. It is easily seen to be .ST-linear. For each 9 in 38 " the relation </>(A) = 9(tt(A)) defines a bounded functional 9 of the module si such that </>' = */i. So the map 0 -> 0' is onto ^^. Furthermore, for each 9 in si~ we have that U\\ = iub{||¿G4)|| i mu s 1} = iub{¡|fGT)|¡ I ¿ gtt^), mi ái}= if || since the unit sphere of tt(sí) is weakly dense in the unit spheres of J1 (H. Widom's lemma). This proves that si~ is isometrically isomorphic with 38_ and thus that si~ ~ is isometrically isomorphic with J1 (Remark, Theorem 2).
Let p be the transpose of the identity map of M into si~, i.e. let p be the map of 3S into si given by </>(joG4)) = </>'(A) for every A in 38 and <£ in A/. Then we have that 9(A) = </>'(tt(A)) = 9(p(tt(A))) we have that \\cf>'(E)Q\\^e. Let {Qn} be a maximal set of mutually orthogonal nonzero projections in Si such that ||*'(F)ßB|| úe for every Qn. It is evident that 2 Q"=l and hence that ||c4'(F)|| ^ e. Since e>0 is arbitrary we see that <f>(p(E)) = 4>'(E) = 0. Since <j> is arbitrary, we have that p(E) = 0; and therefore, we have that E e K. Because K is generated in the uniform topology by its projections, we have that AE=EA=A for every A in K. This means that F is a projection in the center of Si and that 88E=K. This proves that 7» is an isomorphism of the algebra 88(1 -E) onto the algebra -n(sé). The map 77 is also a module isomorphism. Let N be the smallest Si-module in sé~ which contains M and is closed under right and left multiplication by elements of sé. We show that yV~ is isometric Theorem 7. Let si be a C*'-algebra whose center is an A W*-algebra 2£. Suppose si is the dual of a 2t'-module M. Let N' be the smallest 2t -module in the dual of the module si which contains M and is closed under left and right multiplication by elements of si, and let N be the module generated by N' in si~. Then si may be embedded as a double commutator in the algebra of all bounded linear operators on an A W*-module over ¿F so that the weak topology and the a(si, N)-topology coincide on the unit sphere of si.
Proof. Let S be the set of all positive functionals 9 in N such that <f>(l)isa projection in ¿F. For each <f> in S let ir0 be the canonical representation of si on the AW*-module H0 over ¿^9(l) which is induced by <f>. Then Hé may be considered as an A »""-module over ¿F. Let #=2 © {H0 \ <f> e 5} and let 77=2 © K | 9 e S}.
The A If *-module H is a faithful A H/*-module over 2£. Indeed, if £ is a nonzero projection in 2£, then lub{|hKP)|||*eJlf,|M| £1}=1.
So \y\Py\ ¥=0 for some </> in the unit sphere of M. Let F be a partial isometry in si such that V-9 is a positive functional and such that VV* ■(/> = </> (Proposition 5).
Then (F-<£)(£)/0 because \9(P)\2 = \9(VV*P)\2S9(V)<f>(VP). There is a C in 3£+ such that 9(CV) is a nonzero projection in ¿2° majorized by £. Setting <¡> = CV-<f>, we obtain an element </> in 5 such that £(1 -£^,)#0. Hence H is a faithful AW*-module over ¿F.
We show that the map w is an isometry. Let A be a nonzero positive element in si. It is enough to show that ||wG4)|| = M||. Let oO be an arbitrary number less than Ml-There is a 9 in the unit sphere of N such that ||<f>G4)|| > \\A\\ -e and thus there is a nonzero projection £ in ¿F such that
There is a partial isometry Vin si such that V-9 is a positive functional and such that VV* ■</> = </> (Proposition 5). Then we have that (¡A\\-EfPS \9(A)\* S 9(V)9(VA*). Conversely, let </> be a functional in N and let U be a partial isometry of si such that U ■ 9 is positive and UU*-9 = 9. There is a sequence {£n} of mutually orthogonal projections in ¿F such that Pn9(U) = Cn is invertible with inverse Dn in £?Pn and such that (l-J.Pn)9(U) = 0. Then JiDnU-9 = 9 is in A/. Since </<(l) = 2^, the functional f is in 5. We then have that 9(A) = (Ax, y) where x = 2 Cn(l -£*) and y= U(l -Lt). Thus a net {An} in the unit sphere of.i/converges to /I in the o(si, AOtopology whenever {An} converges to A in the o-(si, ¿/,)-topology.
Q.E.D.
Remark. In the notation of Theorem 7 we have that the closure of N in the uniform topology of si~ is equal to the closure of si" in si~ and that si is the dual of the closure of the module N.
